Mobile Application Development Production Rating Sheet
Application Readability
Packaged with complete
file, readme, and
instructions

Application functionality

Not Demonstrated

Below Expectations

Meets Expectations

Exceeds Expectations

Incomplete package

All elements of
package are included

All elements of package
are included, clearly
labeled, and functional

Packaging is clear to the point
that even though instructions are
included, they are unnecessary

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Application does not
launch

Application launches

Application launches
inappropriate IDE
(Xcode, Eclipse, Visual
Studio)

Application appears to be
compatible with more than one
platform when launched

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Application does not
address the
topic/problem

Application addresses
the topic/problem at a
minimal level

Application fully
addresses the
topic/problem

Application fully addresses the
topic/problem and the correlation
is explained in the instructions

0

1-14

15-21

22-30

Social Media is not
incorporated

One social media
platform is
incorporated

Two or more social
media platforms are
incorporated

App is integrated to work directly
with at least one social media
application

0

1-14

15-21

22-30

App navigation is
unclear

App navigation
contains errors

App navigation is clear
and contains no more
than one error

App navigation is error free and
can be used without instruction

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Code is incorrectly
written

Code has 3 or more
errors

Code is error free and
commented
appropriately

Code is error free, commented,
and written in a consistent
language

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

App does not have a
custom icon or
graphics

App has a basic
custom icon and
graphics

App has an icon that
tells something about
the app

App has an icon that tells
something about the app and is
integrated into app graphics

0

1-14

15-21

22-30

App has multiple bugs
that impair use

App has bugs that do
not impair use

App is bug free and
operates without errors

App is bug free and offers a bug
reporting system should a user
later discover a bug

0

1-14

15-21

22-30

Points
Earned

Application Design
Application addresses the
topic/problem

Social media is
incorporated into program

Navigation

Code

Icon and graphics

Bugs

Project Subtotal (200 max)

Penalty Points (Mark all that apply)
Event Guidelines not followed

-5

Total Penalty

-

Grand Total

Names
School:
Judge’s Signature:

Date

Judge’s Comments:

2019-2020
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